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RESPONDENT’S ARBITRATION BRIEF 

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF ARBITRATION 
INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

RESPONDENT’S ARBITRATION BRIEF 

INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED 
NAMES AND NUMBERS,  

Claimant, 

v. 

ATGRON, INC., 

Respondent. 

Case No.: 25074/MK 



Respondent Atgron, Inc. (Atgron) submits this Arbitration Brief in the above-captioned 

arbitration commenced by claimant the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 

(ICANN). The purpose of this brief is to expand on Atgron's defenses to the single claim 

asserted by I CANN, and Atgron's claims against I CANN. This brief will also address the 

questions raised by the arbitrator during a May 13, 2020 conference call.1 

I. 

INTRODUCTION 

What I CANN attempts to portray as a simple, undisputed failure by Atgron to pay 

"registry-level" fees, is anything but simple and undisputed. ICANN's conduct, as alleged in 

Atgron's March 31, 2020 Answer and Affirmative Defenses, and as expanded upon in the 

concurrently filed Declaration of Adrienne McAdory, has caused Atgron needless but 

considerable expense. This conduct acts as a complete bar to ICANN's claim and supports 

Atgron's claims against ICANN. 

At the heart of Atgron's claims is ICANN's conduct in promising to counsel Atgron on 

the fees and costs associated with entering the "emergency transition" process set forth in ,2.13 

of the Registry Agreement; and ICANN's subsequent refusal to cooperate with Atgron to 

facilitate its exit from this process. The "emergency transition" process allows I CANN, in its 

sole discretion, to appoint an "emergency back-end registry operator" (EBERO) to perform 

certain "critical" back-end registry functions if certain benchmarks and other requirements set 

forth in the Registry Agreement are not met. With Atgron's contract with its current back-end 

registry operator set to expire in November 2017, ICANN mentioned EBERO to Atgron as a 

possible alternative solution. However, despite ICANN's undisputed promised to counsel Atgron 

on the consequences of this process and, more importantly, the associated costs, ICANN reneged 

1 ICANN has been afforded an opportunity to reply to the issues raised in this brief by June 29, 2020. Atgron

reserves the right, with the arbitrator's permission, to file a sur-reply to any issues raised in ICANN's reply brief, as 
appropriate. 
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